
Chapter 39: city 
Although it was very tense at first, when the five heroes
appeared in the spring water base of the Summoner’s Canyon
map, the nursery rhymes calmed down at once.
What audience, opponents, backstage staff, big brothers, and
so on, all of a sudden, she was thrown into the back of her
head, the lower abdomen is like the pain of jumping disco
inside the elephant is also slightly reduced, the nursery rhyme
lifted the hand to help the headset Now she has only her only
opponent in her eyes -
The ck team has a small flower.
The hero of Xiaohua is the time assassin Ike. This hero is a
migratory assassin hero. He has control and damage and
displacement. Basically, a hero should have something. He has
strong online skills and has group control. It’s not too much to
be able to restrain his heroes. It’s not good to play cards in the
early days of the nursery rhymes.
But for nursery rhymes, it doesn’t matter. Anyway, taking a
card means that basically everyone is half-compressed. As
long as the other party dares to attack her, she will naturally
find a chance to fight against it. It is precisely because she is
looking forward to it. There is a chance to fight back, and the
summoner skills of the nursery rhymes are “flashing” and
“igniting” -
“Flash” is a small distance forward, usually used to cut into a
group battle or escape run; and “ignition” will cause
continuous real damage to the enemy, the specific damage is
determined according to the current level of the hero.
These two skills are basically the key to virginity.
…just, it’s not enough to deal with small flowers.
Tong Yu Qing Qing Qingzi: “The teammates, really do not
contradict each other, the opposite of the wild is my ex-
boyfriend, we are not a peaceful breakup, so he may stay in
the middle of the road… old k, so I will not come in It’s up to
you.”
Old k smiled and said: “This is the most wonderful application
I have ever heard to fight for the ground.”
Xiaopang: “I know that your e-sports white snakes pass
hahahahahahahahahaha the post that the brain is so open that
the old man can’t stop it—”



Lu Sicheng: “She is telling the truth.”
The chubby laughter came to an abrupt end.
At this point, fans sitting in the front row of the stadium will
probably be surprised to find that playing the game, do not
know what Lu Sicheng said, zgdx team in the single, wild,
assisted three people do not know what to hear suddenly The
face turned his head in horror to their middle list -
Their middles remain expressionless.
At this point, the game officially began. The bases of the two
sides began to send small soldiers to the three roads. The
nursery rhymes carefully removed the q-second two-stage
injury skills of the other side, while using their own q skills to
fill the soldiers. When the two sides reached the third level,
they suddenly remembered Not long ago, the fear of being
dominated by the single-attacked by the tat team, the virginity
began to subconsciously return to the pressure line and
retraced at the same time. As a result, he just returned to his
own field of vision and saw the figure of Jianyang from the
eyelids. Subsequent flashes over…
The nursery rhyme has the feeling of the rest of his life.
“Go to the opposite side!” nursery rhyme reminds the old cat.
The old cat responded, and after hearing the report of the
nursery rhyme, Lu Sicheng also had an action on the way
down -
Originally, Jinxes was better than the mouse in the early stage,
so Lu Sicheng naturally pressed the butterfly about ten
patches. At this time, he first went to the third level. All the
three skills were opened in the first stage. He clicked the floor
and signaled. The sentence “Chubby goes forward to take two
steps to eat his two skills”, and wait for the chubby to go up
and sell half of the blood, Lu Sicheng let him go to his side, if
not, the enemy wants to chase after victory -
At this moment, Xiaopang turned back to a weak (* summoner
skills, attack and speed halved), Lu Sicheng jumped out of the
grass, a set of skills to play a few common attacks, hand speed
is very fast and let the butterfly The blood volume bottoms
out!
When the butterfly saw it, he wanted to go back. Lu Sicheng
did not give him this opportunity. He took advantage of Jinx’s
hand to take advantage of the last bloodstain of the butterfly



and stabilized the first blood of 400 rewards. In the bag -
d!
The system prompts to sound, and the teammates cheered in
the microphone -
Lu Sicheng did not speak, which was just the beginning for
him.
The opposite assistant Wang Wang saw his own ad dead, Lu
Sicheng’s blood state is OK, a little judgment will not hesitate
to go back, Lu Sicheng’s e-skill cooling time turned better,
turned and threw in front of his feet Three □ □, and at this time
the chubby hammer stone skills also turned better, turned back
to a counter-hook to drag the pharaoh to his side, the old king
walked awkwardly, stepping on Lu Sicheng thrown □ □ One
of them, causing 15 seconds of dizziness -
15 seconds, enough Lu Sicheng to face him a face of madness
a will be a hard-earning auxiliary harvest in the early stage!
Double kill!
At the scene where the players could not hear, all the
audiences were boiling, and everyone applauded for the
perfect cooperation between Xiaopeng and Lu Sicheng! After
five minutes of opening, the road has already produced a
human head. Lu Sicheng’s two heads were fat in the hand, and
they happily removed the wave of soldiers under the eyelids
and returned to the equipment directly.
Two heads, plus one blood reward, is a bounty of seven
hundred pieces, which means that when he returns to the line,
he will lead a small piece of equipment on the opposite side of
the ad, in the early period of the mouse is so suppressed, the
next day Absolutely miserable!
At this moment, when the road opened, the pressure of the
nursery rhyme felt on his shoulders was a lot less, but the
opposite flower did not know why it was anxious - probably
after Lu Sicheng got off the road for a minute. Jianyang also
ran a wave of gank in the middle of the road. The nursery
rhyme ran to his own defensive tower and used q skills to
pump his face. At this time, her w selection skill cooling also
turned better, called the old k, so in the small flower Under the
eyes of Jianyang, a leopard female scorpion jumped out of the
grass. At the same time, the nursery rhyme cut the yellow
card, stabilized and stabilized Jianyang, draws cards, hits the



face, attacks, ignites, and sets a skill to play. The blood volume
immediately bottomed out, and when I wanted to withdraw, I
was too late, and the nursery rhyme steadily accepted the third
person in the team!
Playing wild gank is not being rumored. At this time, a large
wave of small soldiers entered their own defensive tower and
was quickly attacked by the defensive tower. The florets that
just managed to escape the returning time could not eat the
experience and could not afford the money. In addition, the
nursery rhymes got the killing of the head, and the two people
had barely flattened the florets and even dominated the line
balance and tilted to the nursery rhyme!
Next, although the old cat’s Rambo was arrested twice by
Jianyang because there was no displacement, the middle and
lower roads of zgdx have become a difficult problem to solve.
Lu Sicheng, who holds two human heads in hand, did not give
it at all. Any chance for the butterfly to breathe, from the
beginning to the end, the butterfly will be completely killed
under the tower -
Lu Sicheng is so fierce, the butterfly is not a fool, naturally it
will be called Jianyang to come, but no matter how many
times Jianyang came, I found zgdx playing wild old k!
This old k is like living in the middle and lower roads, and the
two advantages are the same, although the ck team has
exhausted all its efforts to counterattack, pulling until the two
levels to the sixth level, there is no new head.
At this point, the head of the field is 3 to 2, and zgdx leads by
about a thousand dollars.
In the case of a small gap between the heads, this economic
difference is basically derived from the gap between the
middle and lower roads!
In the case that the nursery rhyme took the lead to the sixth
level, there was a big move. The ck side was also a mess. The
little flower tried hard to signal “she went to six and you asked
for more happiness.” The words just fell, the butterfly didn’t
even have time to go. In response, I saw a yellow transmission
circle on the ground a few steps behind me. He immediately
wanted to retreat. However, at this time, the nursery rhyme
had already appeared behind him with the displacement of the
card!



The landing hand speed is extremely fast, and the red card is
given to the butterfly and the old king to slow down. The
chubby screams the hook, triggers the second section of the
hook, and puts on the face near the butterfly, and opens the
general butterfly and the old king in the jail of the hammer
stone. ——The blood volume of the two people seems to be
slamming down like a gate. If you want to run, you will be
delayed by the chubby e skill and the backhand, and for a
while, the zgdx ad and the middle order are like Rushing like a
tiger -
Nursery rhymes: “Give a personal head, give a personal head,
I will work hard to fly down. You dare not give me a personal
head. I will never come back in this life!”
Lu Sicheng: “… give it to you, what to do, beware of pulling
on your pants.”
Nursery rhymes: “…you can’t forget this!”
Lu Sicheng: “How to forget?”
Nursery rhymes: “At least don’t remind me!”
Lu Sicheng: “…”
… The final ending is that Tong Yu and Lu Sicheng took a
person’s head, continued to snowballs and generally pushed
off the opposite tower, and Jianyang jumped off the dragon pit
and reassured the first element of the fire dragon.
At this time, Jianyang took the good luck with the order to
receive the Pioneer of the Boss Canyon.
Old cat: “You are the best in the middle and the bottom. Are
you forgetting that this game has a place called the road? I am
lucky enough to take a canyon pioneer buff, so that I can’t let
Laozi play?! Old k? Usually, I am entangled with me, and I
will release me when I play the game. Is it human, dog, thing!”
Nursery rhymes: “The next wave is flying.”
Lu Sicheng: “The old k also went and pushed the tower on the
opposite side.”
In this way, in the complaints of the old cat, four minutes later,
on the ck team’s road, a wave of zgdx in the upper three
people reported the group, and the ck team immediately
responded, the small flowers handed over the transfer skills to
fly , Jianyang also arrived in time -
However, because the time they chose, the time they chose
was a fragile period in which Lair had just recovered from the



transformation. Therefore, even if they were against the
defensive tower, they still could not have played this group
battle. The nursery rhymes gave the three heads separately.
The old cat who can’t take care of himself is still busy. He has
been busy for ten minutes without the old man who has
entered the account. He turned back to the line to eat small
soldiers to make up the development…
The game was carried out for twenty minutes. Under the
influence of the middle and lower two roads, the ck team that
had already had a small advantage on the road gradually lost
its advantage.
The game went to twenty-five minutes, vying for the third
element dragon in the race, the ck team ad in the early stage of
development was not able to make room for force. Basically
entered the battlefield, it was a series of skills by nursery
rhymes and chubby. The face was directly dropped, and the
absence of an ad was a broken leg. The ck team, which was
not well developed at other locations, quickly lost this
important team battle.
The game went on for twenty-eight minutes and zgdx pushed
the high and low.
At this time, the economic gap between the two sides has
reached 15,000, and the ratio of head to head is 13 to 5.
The ck team knows that even if it is desperately dragged, it
can’t be dragged to the later stage, and it is directly ordered to
surrender.
At this time, the nursery rhymes, they are preparing to open
the big dragon, playing and suddenly found the picture moving
opposite the crystal blew, she first squatted and then smiled
and narrowed her eyes, took off the headset from the position
to stand up, she heard the following Cheers, someone is
calling -
“nice! Carrier team upup!”
“Miss Mai Ling, my sister, ah, ah, ah, ah!”
The auditorium couldn’t see who was who, and the nursery
rhymes could only smile and smile gracefully in the direction
of calling her name below, then turned and rushed into the
toilet.
“…Mom kills me.”
It’s hard to relax, squatting in the toilet, the nursery rhyme



found that the impulse of the surging suddenly disappeared…
The nursery rhyme had to squint on the toilet and brush the
mobile phone, brush and look at the post-week comments
from all over the world.
Nursery rhymes: “…”
The nursery voice silently closed the phone and stood up from
the toilet to lift the pants.
Washing his hands and pushing the door out, he went back to
the lounge and saw Lu Sicheng, who was already sick in the
corner waiting for the corpse, and the madman who was on the
court.
At this time, Xiaopeng saw the virginity walk in and smiled
and said: “Is it finished?”
The nursery rhyme is serious: “Constipation.”
Xiaopang: “Some people say that China Telecom has two mad
dogs that can’t pull.”
Nursery rhymes: “…is not very good? E-sports is the
movement of young people, passion. Passion is very
important.”
Lu Sicheng turned over and coughed twice. The nursery
rhyme walked up to him and opened his clothes on his face.
Then he reached out and touched his forehead. The man
opened the dark brown eyes impatiently. When she looked at
him without fear: “Captain, you have a fever.”
Lu Sicheng: “Oh.”
At this time, the rest time is coming to an end. Xiaorui is like
driving a chicken to catch them up to catch up with the game.
At the beginning of the second game, Lu Sicheng was
obviously inferior to the first one. The butterfly was pressed a
bit fiercely in the early stage, and it was dragged to the middle
of the game. It was also a battle for Xiaolong!
This time, the old k stood up, a disciplinary robber to send the
opposite side to the collective ascend to heaven, grab the
dragon by the way, because the nursery rhyme took Leflan
first chained the butterfly set a second to disrupt the lineup, the
team won the hope of winning In the group battle, the
disadvantages of the early team were compensated by this
wave of team battles!
The zgdx team seized the opportunity to roll the snowballs in a
hurry, and the situation suddenly reversed, and they didn’t give



the ck team a chance to turn over the squad.
Forty-two minutes, once again in the highland team battle,
zgdx won, and the wave ended the game!
Zgdx won the first battle!
……
Looking at the opposite crystal was exploded, the nursery
rhyme took off the headphones, the background bgm at the
end of the game, the cheering voice of the audience, the
nursery rhyme stood up, and turned back to the blue wall with
the word “win” behind him. Hey.
Won?
After three seconds, the nursery rhyme smashed the pot in the
heart.
Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah,
ah!
Children are big!
Handsome boy!
Child carry!
The face of the nursery rhyme is full of expressions, and she
can’t wait to twist the song on the spot. At this time, she saw
that the old k stood up and went to the ck team to think of it
and had a handshake. The winning team players took the
initiative to walk to the loser’s team seat. Then shake hands
with them one by one.
The nursery rhymes are behind the old k. The first time they
shake hands with people, there is still a little nervousness. The
ck team members are ugly but also very polite. They are even
lucky when they are shaking hands with the nursery rhymes:
“Miss sister is very Strong, look forward to the next match.”
This time, the nursery rhyme’s face was finally unable to hold
a smile and could not hold the smile.
However, this smile lasted for about three seconds.
Because after good luck came to Jianyang, the nursery rhyme
hesitated and generously reached out. After two years, he once
again held the hand in front of him. The latter’s palm was
slightly sweaty. After holding both hands, look at it. The child
clasped her wrist.
The nursery rhymes looked up and smiled slyly, silently trying
to pump their hands out -
However, her struggles make the other person hold tighter.



All the players shook hands for up to three seconds. By the
time the nursery rhymes and Jianyang were dragged ten times
longer, the smile on the nursery rhyme was a little
uncomfortable. She felt that some of the audience below began
to curiously look here…
“You are getting stronger.” Jian Yang lowered his eyes and
said lightly.
“Yeah, so I will often come over and shake hands with you in
the future, and I will hold you back to retirement.” Tong Yu no
expression, “Now let the old lady drop.”
Jian Yang: “…”
As soon as the nursery rhyme fell, his head was gently
photographed from behind: “No rude.”
At the same time as the man’s hoarse voice sounded, the tall
figure was squeezed up without a trace. Jianyang paused and
reluctantly let go of the nursery rhyme. Lu Sicheng
immediately grasped his hand and shook it.
Then there is the small flower in the middle, the ad butterfly
and the auxiliary pharaoh -
Before the following people reacted, Lu Sicheng did not know
when to join the virginity until the handshake was completed.
The group returned to the front of the stage and thanked the
audience. The tall figure was always in front of her.
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